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Machine translation (MT) is an approach to give knowledge and train 

computer to translate the sentence from one language to another 

language with the same fluent and meaning.  MT is evaluated by the 

techniques that are giving the best translating accuracy. The four major 

techniques are Statistical Machine Translation, Rule-based Machine 

Translation, Example-based Machine Translation and Neural Machine 

Translation. We will see comparison and evaluation between these 

techniques in this particular paper with the examples and BLEU scores. 
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Introduction:- 
Translation is necessary for the spreading new information, knowledge and ideas across the world. Communication 

is very important to communicate between two countries or between two different languages. In the process of 

spreading new information, translation is something that can change history. MT‘s task is to translate automatically 

by taking the input from one language and produce the output in another language. In this translation of text from 

one language to another, there is no human involvement and it is the machine which performs the process of 

conversion. At its basic level, MT performs a replacement of atomic words in a single characteristic language for 

words in another. The most complex translation can be done by using corpus method. Some software cannot be 

able to translate accurately as humans, but it will be possible in future. There are four types of Machine Translation 

techniques, statistical MT (SMT), rule-based MT (RBMT), example-based MT (EBMT), Neural MT (NMT). In 

simple language, these techniques are software to translate text from source sentence to target sentence. We define 

translation closeness by counting matches of n-grams in translation, that is BLEU scores. This BLEU score will 

give us the translation accuracy and closeness of translation. When evaluating a technique, it is important to 

consider how well phonetic typology differences are handled, how express acknowledgement is handled, and how 

idioms are translated. The comparison is done on the BLEU scores and accuracy of the translation in each 

technique and how the MT got better over the time and techniques. 

 

Machine Translation 

Machine Translation involves the process of conversion of text automatically in one form of natural language to 

another language. The goal of machine translation (MT) is to automatically translate text from one natural language 

into another while maintaining the text's meaning and creating fluent content in the target language. The job of MT 

is to automatically translate by accepting input from one language and producing an output in another. There is no 

human interaction in this text translation from one language to another; the conversion is being handled by a 

machine. Machine translation systems use four different techniques: neural, statistical, and rule-based. A common 
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approach is rule-based, which combines language and grammar with the use of dictionaries. The development of an 

entire machine translation pipeline is the main goal of this endeavour. 

A. Level 1- Meta-phrase 

Meta-phrase is literal translation, i.e., ―word by word and line by line‖ translation.  

B. Level 2- Para-phrase  

      Para-phrase may not translate the word-to-word, but it has the original text, that has the main point for 

translation. The main point of original text is ―dynamic equivalence‖. 

 

Machine Translation Techniques 

MTuses computer software to translate from one source sentence to target sentence. There are four types of MT 

techniques, statistical MT (SMT), rule-based MT (RBMT), example-based MT (EBMT) Neural MT (NMT). Let‘s 

discuss them in detail. 

 

Statistical Machine Translation 

In contrast to rule-based techniques and example-based machine translation, statistical machine translation is a tool 

primarily utilised for machine translation. On the basis of statistical models whose parameters are determined from 

the analysis of bilingual text corpora, translations are carried out. Statistical Systems are typically not a specific 

language pair. 

Example 1: ―could you recommend another hotel‖  

Word alignment Based Statistical Translation represents bilingual correspondence by the notion of word 

alignment A, allowing one-to-many generation from each source word. A is an array for target words describing 

the indexes to The Input words.  

 
Fig 1:- Example 1. 

 

Example 2: she gave him a watch.  

 
Fig 2:- Example 2. 
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For mapping the words present in source language Sentence into the equivalent words in target language sentence a 

word dictionary is used in this model. For example, if We Want to translate an English sentence ‗she gave him a 

watch‘ into Hindi, word-based translation will be as given in figure. Word Based Models are depends on lexical 

translation probability distribution. To put it formally, we Want to find a function,  

pe: h → pe(h) 

 

Which Represent how likely that Hindi translation h is, given a English word e. The probability of translating an 

English word ‗e‘ into a Hindi word ‗h‘ can be represented with the conditional probability function t(h|e), called as 

translation probability.  

 

Example 3: She lives in the biggest house in the biggest village.  

Given a corpus of target language texts, It IS Positively Possible to create a Modelof the Output Language. Based 

on the distribution of single Words in the corpus. Such a model is called a unigram model. By way of illustration, if 

we had a tiny corpus consisting of just the single 10-word sentence in (1). Here we make simple observations such 

as: ‗she‘ occurs once in 10 words, while ‗in‘, ‗the‘ and ‗biggest‘ each occur twice in 10 words. We move from these 

observations of frequency to statements of probability and say that The P of ‗she‘ occurring is one in ten (or 

0.1),The of P‗in‘ is two in ten (or 0.2), and so on. These P can later be applied to as yet unseen strings.  

 

Example 4: The house is small  

The Language Model Typically Does Much MoreThan just enable fluent output. It Support in word Re-Ordering 

and word Alignment. For instance, a probabilistic language model pLM should prefer correct word order to 

incorrect word order: pLM(the house is small) >pLM(small the is house) 

Formally, Language Model is a function that takes an English sentence and returns the probability that it was 

produced by an English speaker. According to the example above, it is more likely that an English speaker would 

utter the sentencethe house is smallthan the sentence small the is house. Hence, a good language model pLM 

assigns a higher probability to the first sentence.  

 

Example 5:ಸಾಂವಿಧಾನಿಕನೈತಿಕತೆಸಹಜಭಾವನೆಯಲ್ಲ  

It will take input as Kannada word and produce the output as English word. In order to match the correct answers 

it will check all the Probability of each sentence like 

 

There are several sentence like 

P            -Constitutional morality is not a natural sentiment 

             -Morality constitutional is not a natural sentiment 

              -Is not a Constitutional Morality natural sentiment 

Natural sentiment is not a morality Constitutional 

 

These sentence are checked by Decorder and In order to Match the correct sentence or output to the input 

sentence it will check each sentence and check each Probabilty.  

 

If it matches in high Probability it will take that sentence and Produce the correct answers 

 

Example: 6 

 
 

Target sentence: In the beginning God has created Earth and heaven 

 

The word arrangement has a direct impact on meaning of a sentence in English. Ex: India beat Pakistan any 

change in the order leads to change in meaning, but Kannada sentence follow free form ordering in which 

inflections plays a guiding role in specifying meaning of a sentence, In Kannada inflection are attached to the 

root word leads to a greater number of unique words compared to English corpus. 
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Fig 3:- Example 5. 

 

BLEU  

 
Fig 4:- BLEU scores. 

 

Representing the Improvement during Translation. The Neural machine translation always take the input sentence 

which is source sentence and and produce the output sentence which is target sentence. There is always two source 

words which is single words cannot translate in NMT. As U can c in the Table , one type is not from the vocabulary, 

The other word is not appeared in the Corpus. Our method is to selecting proper SMT word Recommendation. We 

can see the most UNK words are numbers and entities. A correct translation can give good BLEU Score for every 

Translation as it simultaneously improves 1-gram/2gram/3-gram/4-gram BLEU scores.  

a) Types of Statistical machine translation 
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1. Hierarchical phrase-based translation:  
Example: ―भारतकापर्ाााानमतर्ा ा ‖  

HPBSMT, on the other hand, uses subphrases to remove issues associated with phrase based MT.  
 For e.g., ―भारतकापर्ाााानमतर्ा ा  ‖ 

{bhaaratakaapradhaanamantrii}   

should translate to ―Prime Minister of India‖. A possible grammar rule, in this case, is that the phrases on either side 

of the word of will be swapped when translating to Hindi  

 

2. Syntax-based translation:   

Syntax is the order or arrangement of words and phrases to form proper sentences. The most basic syntax follows 

a subject + verb + direct object formula.  

Example: Jillian hit the ball  

That is, "Jillian hit the ball." Syntax allows us to understand that we wouldn't write, "Hit Jillian the ball."  

 

3. Phrase-based translation:  

Phrase based translation models allow lexical entries with more than one word on either the source language or 

target language side   

Example: we might have a lexical entry ( lechien, the dog ) specifying that the string lechien in French can be 

translated as the dog in English. The option of having multi word expressions on either the source or target 

language side is a significant departure from IBM models1 and 2, which are essentially word-to-word translation 

models. i.e., they assume that each French word is generated from a single English word.  

4. Word-based translation:  

In word-based translation, the fundamental unit of translation is a word in some natural language.   

 
Fig 5:-Translation. 

 

An example comparing the word-based translation and the phrase-based translation.  

(a) Shows the Chinese source sentence and English reference.  

(b) Illustrates a decoding phase of the word-based model translating the third Chinese word.  

(c) Demonstrates a decoding stage of the phrase-based model translating the second Chinese phrase.   
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b) Algorithm 

 

SMT is Based on Machine Translation. The input sentence is T in One language (that is German) to be translated on 

ELM(Extreme learning machine ) and MERT(minimum error rate training) is Proposed Given a sentence T in one 

language (German) to be translated into another language (English), it considers T as the target of a communication 

channel, and its translation S as the source of the channel. Hence the machine translation task becomes to recover 

the source from the target. Basically, every English sentence is a possible source for a German target sentence. If we 

give the If a Probability P(S|T) to each Pairs of sentence (S,T), them the Problem of the translation is to find the 

source S for a given target T, such that P(S|T)is the maximum. According to Bayes rule. 

 

P(S IT) = P(S)P(T I S)  

                                               P(T)                            (1) 

 

 Since the denominator is independent of S, we have 

 

S= argmaxP(S)P(T | S)     

                                    S                                              (2) 

 

S Therefore a statistical machine translation system must deal with the following three problems: 

 

 • Modeling Problem: How to depict the process of generating a sentence in a source language, and the process used 

by a channel to generate a target sentence upon receiving a source sentence? The former is the problem of language 

modeling, and the later is the problem of trans- lation modeling. They provide a framework for calculating P(S) and 

P(T | S) in (2). 

 

 • Learning Problem: Given a statistical language model P(S) and a statistical translation model P(T | S), how to 

estimate the parameters in these models from a bilingual corpus of sentences?  

 

• Decoding Problem: With a fully specified (framework and parameters) language and translation model, given a 

target sentence T, how to efficiently search for the source sentence that satisfies 

 
Fig 6:- SMT Framework. 

 

c) Re-ranking in Statistical Machine Translation  

Re-ranking is a significant component for effectiveness and efficiency in SMT. With consideration of cognitive 

computation, a novel nonlinear re-ranking model called SSCR (Scaled Sorted Classification Re-ranking) based 

on ELM (Extreme learning machine) and MERT (minimum error rate training) is proposed.  

d) Issues in statistical machine translation  

In PBSMT following two issues are extremely important for getting a high-quality translation.  
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a) The word alignment problem ensures the correspondence between the phrases of the two languages.  

b) The Language modelling problem ensures fluency in generated output target language sentences. 

 

 
Table 1:- Comparison of BLEU scores for different examples. 

1. Rule-based Machine Translation 

RBMT utilizes different algorithms depending on the specific task or component of the translation process. 

Some commonly used algorithms in RBMT include:  

 

The Rule-based Parsing Algorithm utilizes parsing methods, such as top-down or bottom-up parsing, to examine 

the syntactic structure of the given input sentence. It employs a combination of grammar rules and parsing 

algorithms to generate a parse tree that depicts the sentence's underlying structure 

 

Example 1: Input Sentence: "The cat is on the mat"  

The rule-based parsing algorithm would analyze the sentence based on predefined grammar rules and generate a 

parse tree that represents the sentence's syntactic structure.  

 

The Rule-based Translation Algorithm operates by employing a collection of linguistic rules to execute the 

translation procedure. These rules delineate the appropriate transformations and translations of various linguistic 

components, including words, phrases, and grammatical structures. 

 

Example 2: Input Expression: "I am eating an apple" Translation Rules:  

"I" translates to "Je" (French)  

"am" translates to "suis" (French)  

"eating" translates to "mange" (French)  

"an apple" translates to "une pomme" (French)  

The rule-based translation algorithm applies these rules sequentially to each component of the input expression, 

generating the translation "Je suis en train de manger une pomme" (French). Example based machine translation 
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relies on a large database of bilingual translation examples. When translating an input expression, the system 

searches for the most similar example in the database and generates a translation based on that example. This 

method is beneficial because it can capture the nuances of language usage and context. However, one challenge 

is finding appropriate examples that closely match the input expression.  

Example 3: Input Expression: "Je suis fatigué" (French)  

 

Translation Example: "I am tired" (English)  

In example-based machine translation, if the system has a translation example in its database that closely matches 

the input expression, it can retrieve that example and generate the translation accordingly. However, if the 

database lacks an appropriate example, it may struggle to produce an accurate translation.  

 

A. Algorithm 

RBMT utilizes different algorithms depending on the specific task or component of the translation process. Some 

commonly used algorithms in RBMT include: 

 

Rule-based Parsing Algorithm: This algorithm applies parsing techniques, such as top-down parsing or bottom-up 

parsing, to analyze the syntactic structure of the input sentence. It uses grammar rules and parsing algorithms to 

generate a parse tree representing the structure of the sentence. 

Example 1: Input Expression: "Je suis fatigué" (French) 

Rule-based translation would involve applying linguistic rules to translate the input expression. For instance: 

 

French-English 

 

"Je" translates to "I" 

"suis" translates to "am" 

"fatigué" translates to "tired" 

 

By applying the predefined rules, the rule-based system can generate the translation "I am tired" without relying on a 

large database of examples. However, if there are complex linguistic structures or exceptions not covered by the 

rules, the translation may not accurately capture the intended meaning. 

 

Example 2: Input Expression English input: "Hi, how are you?" 

 

English-Spanish 

 

"Hi" can be translated as "Hola"  

"how" can be translated as "cómo" 

"are" can be translated as  "está"  

"you" can be translated as  "usted" 

 

2. Example Based Machine Translation 

Example-based machine translation relies on a large database of bilingual translation examples. When translating an 

input expression, the system searches for the most similar example in the database and generates a translation based 

on that example. One advantage of this method is its ability to capture the subtleties of language usage and context. 

However, a challenge lies in finding suitable examples that closely align with the input expression. 

Example: Input Expression: "Je suis fatigué" (French) 

Translation Example: "I am tired" (English) 
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The knowledge base, parallel aligned corpora consist of two sections, one for the source language examples and the 

other for the target language examples. Each example in the source section has one to one mapping in the target 

language section.  

 

A. Algorithm  

Example-Based Machine Translation (EBMT): One common algorithm used in EBMT is the nearest neighbor 

algorithm, which finds the most similar example in the bilingual database to the input expression. This algorithm 

calculates the similarity between the input expression and each example in the database, typically using measures 

such as edit distance, cosine similarity, or word alignment models. The example with the highest similarity score is 

selected as the translation reference. 

Example 1: Input Expression: "I want to go home" 

Translation Example 1: "Je veuxrentrer chez moi" (French)  

Translation Example 2: "Quieroir a casa" (Spanish) 

 

In this example, the nearest neighbor algorithm would compare the input expression to the translations in the 

database. It calculates the similarity scores for each example and determines which translation (French or Spanish) is 

the closest match to the input expression. 

 

Example 2:  

1. The main objective of the EBMT (Example-Based Machine Translation) system is to accurately translate an input 

sentence by leveraging the aligned data available in its training corpus. 

 

Ich bin heuteglücklich ↔ I am happy today 

Je vis à Paris avec ma femme ↔ I live in Paris with my wife 

Il y a beaucoup à faire à Paris ↔ There's a lot to do in Paris 

 

B.  Comparison between RBMT and EBMT 

Basic RBMT EBMT 

Computational Cost High Low 

Improvement Cost High Low 

System Building Cost High Low 

Context Sensitive Translation Needs another understating device 

support 

Architecture inbuilt 
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Robustness 

 

 

High Low 

 

Measurement of reliability 

factor 

 

No 

 

Yes 

Example Independency No Yes 

 

C.  Advantages and Disadvantages  

Example: English: "I am happy." Kannada (RBMT translation): "ನಾನುಸಂತೋಷವಾಗಿದ್ದ ೋನೆ" 

(Nānusantōṣavāgiddēne)  

 

In this example, EBMT relies on the closest matching translation example from its database to generate the Kannada 

translation, while RBMT follows predefined linguistic rules to produce the translation. 

 
 

D. Comparison:  

SMT translation:  "ನಿಮ್ಮ ಕನಸುಗಳನುು ನಿಜವಾಗಿಸಿ" (Nimmakanasugalanunijavāgisi)  

RBMT translation: "ನಿೋವುನಿಮ್ಮ ಕನಸುಗಳನುು ನಿಜವಾಗಿಯೇನೆರವೇರಿಸಿ" 

(Nīvunimmakanasugalanunijavāgiyeneravērisi)  

The SMT translation is generated based on statistical models, while the RBMT translation is selected from the 

bilingual translation database. The RBMT translation captures the idiomatic expression "live your dreams" more 

accurately, providing a natural and meaningful translation. Please keep in mind that the quality of translations can 
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differ depending on the specific systems and resources employed for SMT (Statistical Machine Translation) and 

RBMT (Rule-Based Machine Translation) BLEU Score. 

 

BLEU is a metric for evaluating machine translation quality by comparing it to reference translations. It assigns a 

score between 0 and 1 based on word matching. 

 
Table 1:- Comparison of BLEU scores for different examples. 

 

3. Neural machine Translation  

Neural machine translation (NMT) is an artificial neural network (ANN) approach to translate sentence from one 

language to another. Google Translate, Baidu translate are well-known example of NMT.  

 

Technically, NMT includes all types of Machine Translation, where an ANN is used to predict a sequence of 

numbers when provided with a sequence of numbers. In the case of translation, each word in the input sentence is 

encoded as number to be translated by neural network into resulting sequence of numbers representing the 

translated target sentence.  

 

Let‘ take a simplified example of an English to Kannada machine translation:  

 

―It is a continuous process‖ is encoded into numbers 251, 252, 2, 3245, 892. The numbers 251, 252, 2, 3245, 892 

are input into a neural translation model and results in output 8976, 9845, 6590. 8976, 9845, 6590 is then 

decoded into the Kannada translation ―ಇದುನಿರಂತರಪ್ರ ಕರ ರಯೆ‖  

 

NMT model works via a complex mathematical formula. As mentioned above, this formula takes in a string of 

numbers as inputs and outputs a resulting string of numbers.    

 

A. NMT improved in issues of SMT and RBMT  

Attention mechanism: the issues in SMT was word alignment and Language Modelling Problem that is overcome 

by this mechanism.  
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Cross-Lingual Transfer: Issues in RBMT was depending on accurate dictionaries, grammars, and linguistic 

resources, difficulty with idiomatic expressions, limited adaption to new language patterns have been overcome 

by understanding full sentences rather than the words.  

 

B. Modeling 

Document, paragraph, or sentence-level are the different levels to translate the text. Here, we will discuss and 

translate sentence-level text in sequence. Now, the NMT model can be seen as a sequence-to-sequence model. Let 

us assume, input sentence isX={X1,…, XS} and a output sentence y={y1,…, yT}. left-to-right(L2R) factorize can be 

distributed by using chain rule as: 

the Eq. (1) is a equation for L2R autoregressive NMT, 

for the prediction at time-step t is taken as a input at time-step t+1. 

Every NMT model uses encoder-decoder frameworkfor their model creation. The four components of Encoder-

Decoder framework are: Embedding layer, encoder-decoder networks and classification layer. We use ‗‗<bos>‘‘ and 

‗‗<eos>‘‘ as special symbols that mark the beginning and ending of a sentence. 

We use different colours to distinguish between the embedding layer, classification layer, encoder-decoder 

network in NMT architecture. 

 

The embedding layer involves the topic of continuous representation. It uses different symbols xt into a continuous 

vector Xtbelongs to R
d
,  where d represents the dimension of the vector. The embeddings are then fed into other 

layers for grater feature extraction. 

 

The source embeddings are translated by the encoder network into concealed continuous representations. The 

encoder's capacity to model the complex dependencies and ordering found in the source language is a prerequisite 

for learning expressive representations. For modelling variable-length sequences, recurrent neural networks (RNN) 

are a good option. The computation required by an encoder using RNNs can be summed up as follows: 

            (2) 

 

 
Fig 7:- Neural Machine Translation Framework. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2666651020300024#fd1
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By iteratively applying the state transition functionRNNENCover input sequence, we can use the final state hs as the 

representation for the entire source sentence, and then feed it to the decoder. 

The decoder network extracts the necessary information from the encoder output and models the long-distance 

dependencies between target words. Given the start symbol y0=<bos> and the initial state s0=hs, the RNN decoder 

compresses the decoding history y0,...,yt-1 into a state vector. St belongs to Rd: 

 
The target tokens' distribution is predicted by the categorization layer. It is customary for the classification layer to 

be a linear layer with a softmax activation function. assuming that |V| is the size of the vocabulary and V is the 

number of words in the target language. The classification layer initially uses the linear map to translate the decoder 

output St Rd from h to a vector z in the vocabulary space R|v|. The output vector is then checked to see if it is a valid 

probability using the SoftMax function:  

where we use z[i] to denote the i-th component in z. 

 

C. Advantages of NMT 

1. Natural-sounding language: NMT can make AI-translated language sound more human and less robotic. 

2. Context: NMT isn‘t perfect, but it does a good job of interpreting translation context. Google made recent 

strides in training its NMT to pay greater attention to the context of a sentence within a body of work. 

3. Generalization: NMT gets smarter over time. Like the human brain, it can generalize to make new conclusions 

and connections. It uses these connections to quickly learn different language pairs. 

4. Good accuracy in some contexts: NMT is especially good at translating repetitive content that requires high 

accuracy like manuals, guides, or reference materials. 

 

D. Disdvantages of NMT 

1. Need for clarity in the source text: Source text needs to be very clear for NMT to generate a quality translation. 

Neural machine translation has difficulties with ambiguities, highly technical language, proper nouns, and rare 

words. 

2. Poor translation of long sentences: NMT generally outperforms other machine translation methods, but there‘s 

an interesting exception. NMT can‘t translate long sentences very well. 

3. Large data sets needed: For smaller projects, NMT isn‘t always a good fit. NMT systems produce comparably 

poor results with small data sets. Without a large amount of training data, NMT isn‘t going to give you accurate 

translations. 

4. Expertise limitations: NMT can‘t perform well without the expertise and cognitive power of human architects 

and engineers. Any NMT model must be trained with a large quantity of linguistic data. 

5. Human post-editing still needed: NMT text should always be checked by a human editor. Language 

interpretation requires a level of critical thinking and nuance that computers haven‘t achieved yet. 

 

E. BLEU Scores 

The BLEU scores are used to define the translation closeness and accuracy. Here we taken the Translation dataset 

and its BLEU scores from the different languages. In the below given table, we can observe that The BLEU score is 

more when the training dataset are more. Compared to other techniques SMT and RBMT, here, NMT giving greater 

translation closeness. 

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/state-transition-function
https://localizejs.com/articles/translation-context-why-it-matters/
https://wordbee.com/blog/localization-industry/trends-in-neural-machine-translation/
https://omniscien.com/blog/state-neural-machine-translation-nmt/
https://omniscien.com/blog/state-neural-machine-translation-nmt/
https://omniscien.com/blog/state-neural-machine-translation-nmt/
https://www.textmaster.com/blog/neural-machine-translation-guide/
https://aclanthology.org/K19-1031/
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Fig 8:- BLEU scores based on the epochs and training dataset. 

 

 
Table 3:-Table based on the different papers and different languages showing the BLEU scores for the training and 

dataset. 

 

Conclusion:- 
We observed the Comparison of SMT, RBMT and NMT by seeing the different experiment results. NMT has 

improved lot better than SMT and RBMT. However, the methodologies and techniques are still challenging with 

respect to the new words and word alignment.  

 

We observed that SMT BLEU scores are ranges from 15-20, but with the sentence length of 3-5 and it doesn‘t 

support the large sentences. RBMT BLEU bounded between 0 and 1. NMT giving more BLEU scores with the 

larger sentences and complex sentences ranges from 14-30. To conclude NMT is better than other techniques with 

complex and difficult words and sentences. 
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